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Possessive Nouns - Tells us who (or what) owns something.
It answers the question - Whose?

Rule 1:  make a singular word possessive, JUST ADD  'S

1.   Add an apostrophe and the letter s ( 's ) to a singular noun

      the book of the student = student's book

      the bag of Ana = Ana's bag

      the work of Mom = Mom's work

2.   If the singular word ends in S, JUST ADD ( ' )

      the shoes of Charles = Charles' shoes

     the sandals of Tess = Tess' sandals

Rule 2: make a plural word possessive by - 

1.   Adding an  ( ' ) if the plural form ends in S.
      the bags of the teachers = teachers' bags
      the socks of the girls = girls' socks
      the shoes of the ladies = ladies' shoes

2.   Add an ( 's ) if the plural form does not end in S.
      the toys of the children = children's toys
      the magazine's of the women = women's magazines
     the power of the people = people's power
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Complete each sentence with the possessive form of the noun inside the

paranthesis.

(boys) 1. All the ______________ books are in their lockers.  

(Mr. Santos) 2. _____________________ car is parked outside.

(baby) 3. The ____________ milk is inside the refrigerator.

(ladies) 4. The _____________ bags are on the shelf.

(Bess) 5. _______________ bag is color pink.

(dad) 6. ______________ new computer is arriving tomorrow.

(friends) 7. My ______________ pencils are all with me.

(rabbit) 8. The ______________ food are carrots and hay.

(Sam) 9. _________________ dog is so cute.

(children) 10. The __________________ clothes are wet from 

sweat.
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Write the possessive form of the following phrases.

1. the books of the children

2. the car of Mr. Ramos

3. the tail of the pig

4. the eggs of the birds

Check the sentence with the correct possessive form of noun.
1. The girls's PE shirt is already in the bookstore.

The girl's PE shirt is already in the bookstore.

2. Melody's pencil case has 8 doors.
Melodys' pencil's case has 8 doors.

3. My dog's shirt is tight on him already.
 My dogs' shirt is tight on him already.

4. The people's car can run on electricity instead of gas.
 The peoples' car can run on electricity instead of gas.

Answer the question using the possessive form of the word inside the 
parenthesis.
1. Whose shoes are those?    (Sam)

2. Whose bottle is that?          (baby)


